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stratifiable function space dominated net 
We vi11 accomplish our task by first stating the necessary definitions, 
then the open questions tog er with pertinent information whic:h 
might help in their solution this point we wish to remind the reader 
that all the questions we ask in [6] remain open; we consider only 
the questions which appear to benefit from recent developnxnts; sonv 
new questions are also formulated), and finally so-me partial answers. 
All our spaces are assumed t’o be T, . 
Definition . The space X is M, (resp. M, ) provided that to each 
open U c X one can assign a sequence ( Un ) of (resp. open) subsets of 
X such that ench { Un ! U is an open subset of X } is closure-preserving 
and U= lJ,Jf = U,U,;. 
1.2. The spa.ce X is Sltra@l”able) provided that to 
exh olpen UC X one can ass’ a sequence { U, ) of open sub 
such that (a) U = U, Un = U, : V implies that P, C 
An adequate understanding of these spaces a:lrrd their prgoperties can 
be gained from reading references [ I] arzd [ 74 ., 
.e. n is a o-lo 
Coreach~EXa d neighborhood U of x there exists agl 
xENC tr). 
ome hght on this 
s a o-space (see [ 91). 
llowing are equivalent (see [ 1 S] ): 
(3) _X has a o-ciosure preserving net, 
(b) X is a a-space, 
(c) X has a ra-discrete nst. 
_c 
ucs 2. t space of a separable strati 
space a &F f:ecrbld n-4.9 3b1 aclllQVIG D~U~G. -7 Indeed, is an ti&-space stratifiabie (EA. 
Michael’s question)? 
The following facts appear pertinent o this question. 
A. Every separable stratifiable space X is the conti uous image of a 
metrizable space (i.e. X is cosmic). (Th.is result is due to EA. 
Zere is hit: proof which was comm.unicated tous by letter and 
does not a.ppear in print): 
Let X be a stratiGable space, with countable dense subset x1 9 x2, . . . . 
suffices to find a countable network ‘$1 for X. (In 
base for a second-countable topology on X which 
is finer than the givca? topology, and Pozonrarev [ 14 J has shown that 
any second countable ace is a continuous image of a separable 
metric space.) 
For each x E andeachn,letA(x,n)~n{Vr_XII/open,xE V’}, 
and ‘3 = ( A(x, , n) I m, n = 1, 2, . . . }. To show that this choke of 3 
ick n so that x E QE, and, for this 
, and thus con- 
y a collection 0 
1: Hausdorff space is 
- this will be proved i
ere are some facts that should set this question in its pncoper pers- 
pective. 
_A. If a space X is dominated by a collection of stratifi;bte subs 
then X is stratifiable (see Theorem 7.2 of [ I] ). 
-complexes of Whltehead are dominated by the collection 
of their closed cells. 
C. If X and Y are count;rble CW-complexes then Yx is an. MO -sp;ace 
(see [ 12 3 )- Neverthele SS, it is nat known if A? is sl:ratifiable, with X a 
countable CW-complex and 1 the closed unit interval. 
Let Y be any space. Is Y a MAE! ‘(stratifiable)? (In 
we proved that Y is an MAE (s!!ratifiable) and a u 
(stratifiable). All this notation and further results appears in [ 41 2 .~I~ 
uestion L.!?. Is the product of met&able s~zt”~ with the box t~pol~ 
ogy a stratifiable space? (It appears that it is not even knif,wn if the 
countable product of metsizable spaces with the bcx topology is nsr- 
ma1 <(this a question of AM. Stone). Our work in 1: 51 is related to t 
question .) 
’ Xisdominatedby (XAjAEn p rovided th;st each XA is a clot ; subsp;iW of .Y a;~ 
is closed if it has a closed intersection with every elemenit of some subcolleckn { 
W?LEA which cG-Crs A. 
* In [4j , the refinement of Wojdyslawski’s questbn should be corrected to “If 
pact Haus&rfr. connected and locally connected space is Zx an absolute exter~sor 
class oi norm3 (aa zongact) ausdorff spaces?” 
82 
~~~~u~~~ u t this see ion, tile let X be a space which 
a family iXh)hEA etkable spaces, with A a lid 
ea& X E A -,_ I ) let 
a compact Hausdorf 
timmus !imctisns from C to ;\I: with the weak 
W?%s-n (i-e. A C Xc is closxl if and only i 
for each X E A). We dmot~ t/k? topology of w(Xc j by w(co.). 
Our main result will be 
3.1. k(A? j is &ratifiable. 
From the point of view of algebraic topology, this result appears to 
be fully satisfactory (see Steenrod [ II 61 j. 
This result will be the consequence of the following three lemmas. 
mma 3.2. Given X E A + 1, if B is a compact sub 
then B c xg, for some clc E A. 
oaf. Since B is also a compact subspace of Yf, it follows from The- 
orem X11.2.4(2) of [8] that (B X C) is a compact subspace of Y,. 
Since Y’, Is dominated by, { a) (YEh, it follows that o(B X C) C X,, 
with & E X. Therefore B C: A$ which completes the proof. 
are equal. 
or each X E A + 1, the spaces k( YAf) and z9,,x k( Y$f 
roofs It suffices to estsblish only the case X = A, since all other 
casesare similarly hanclled. First we show that w (1x9.~ C k(m): For 
any closed subset A‘of z;lAEA k( Yf), each A n k( Yf) is closed in k( Yf). 
Therefore, because of Lemma 3.2, A n K is closed in K for each con+ 
pact K E k(X implies that A is a closed subset of k(XC). 
t k(co.) 6 W(CCL): Let A be a closed subset of 
en, for each X, A r‘9 &I is closed in K, for each compact 
K f k(Yf). Th ere f ore A f-7 k Yr) is closed in k( Yf) ( ecause k( Yf) i3 a 
k-space) for each X E A,. This shbws that A i:s closed in k(Xc), which 
~~rn~letes the proof. 
or eackl X E A +- 1) the space k(Yf) is dominated by 
GA’ 
t* suffices to establis e case a\ = A, since altl other 
equ ;.ls ZarEM k( Yg), by Lerr,~~ 3.3. Therefore, A is a closed subset of 
k(Y$‘) and hence of k(Xc )* “b‘!-k completes the proof. 
roof of . By induction, we will first show that each 
k( Yf ) is stratifiable: Clearly k( 1::) is stratifiable, since it equals Pi. 
Assume each k( Yf) is stratif?M:, for each X <:: some p E A. Then k( Yz) 
is do.minated by the stratifi.able spaces { k(Yf ) }hEp, by Lemma 3.4. 
Therefore k( YE ) is stratifialble, by Theox% 7.,2 of [ 13 . 
c_- Jnsequently, k(Xc) is stratifiable, by Theorem 7.2 of [ I] . 
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